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piigiPinkham ' flamed VOICE Editor
r
. Doug Pinkham, a junior English major, !
i has
.
been named Editor-in-Chi- ef of. the ;
I Wooster Voice for 1978-79- . Currently
I Managing Editor of the Voice, Pinkham will
' serve from March 27 through next March
is. a- - v. . : . ..- - -- . . r
: Pinkham's first priority as Editor will be to
'continue . to make the Voice
"-rep-
resentative of the Collegebf Wooster."
Ua
j I 1
He
.
added,' "it's not necessary for every
. single opinion to be represented in the
Voice, but anyone reading the Voice
should be able to know a lot about the
College."
..V : . :: - ..;
Pinkham - noted that the Voice has
"improved a lot this year-- it's beginning to
.
tacjde some issues and is getting into some
" areas that have been avoided or .not thought
Doug Pinkham, new Editor of the WOOSTER VOICE, contemplate future of the
universe. " ''..-'.'- ' "-- .- -' .... -- -' . ;
(
about in past years."
' Such involvement, he added, is vital. The
Voice is not a public realtions rag," he
cautioned, while eschewing "muckraking
for the sake of muckraking."
Pinkham will press for "more integration"
of editorial news articles. When an article on
a controversial subject is printed, he said, it
should , be accompanied by an editorial
explaining the situation, giving a definite
opinion on it, or raising questions about it.
Pinkham also hopes to use the Voice to
"complement
. WCWS' material and vice'
"5
versa." Noting that both student news
. services often operate in "separate
vacuums," he plans to initiate a weekly or
biweekly Voice-WCW- S interview series.
- 20 :to 30-minu- te interviews will be
conducted with College officials or visiting .
speakers on controversial subjects. The
Voice will then print an edited transcript of
the interview and on the Saturday following
its publication,' WCWS will air the
conversation in its entirety. ;
Noting that "if the paper is readable, its
content is enhanced," Pinkham plans to hire
a production manager for next year to
oversee layout. Pinkham has not finalized
Voice staff positions, but assures that "we --
have a lot of good people this year who will
;be backnext year." " - "
- Only four members of the present staff of
36 will graduate this yean Ray Bules (Editor-in-Chief)- ;-
Dave Koppenhaver (Sports
D
DrA Robert Smith of the Religion
Department has recently announced that
the College of Wooster will resume its work
at Pella, Jordan, in 1979. Wooster will be
Noise Amendment Added to Code
:
' : by Peg Weissbrod :
An amendment aiming at lowering noise
levels on this campus was added to the
,: Code of Conduct last week.
' : --The amendment protects the individual's
right to sleep and study in a quiet
atmosphere and defines the use of sound
equipment and outside noise as "privileges"
whose abuse wiD not be tolerated. President '
Copeland signed the document, which was
r approved by Campus Council on Feb. 8.
According to ; Graham Newson
Chairperson of Campus Council, the noise
'
amendment will be effective immediately-r- ;
Although it will appear in next year's Scot's
..
Key the Voice is reprinting the entire,
.amendment here in an effort to publicize
' this important addition to; the College's :
Code of Conduct. . - v -- ... ..--
SECTION Vffl: Noise V ' r ; V ;
The College of Wooster Code of Conduct
VI As an institution of higher education, The :
College
.
of Wooster. must provide. an
; atmosphere where, study and learning may
take place. Excessive noise which interferes
with" that process cannot be permitted. The
r primary principle which governs in this --
". instance is that the right to quiet for study
and sleep always supercedes the privilege of
making noise. This principle is interpreted
as follows: .TV'?.:'.-'.-A- .
Although the College has no specific
regulations for quiet hours in its
' residence, consideration for the rights
V and concerns of others and common
.'sense dictate that individuals
rights and concerns of others ana
-
- common sense dictate that individuals
: refrain from disturbances and excessive
'
- noise during those hours when others
, 'are sleeping and studying. In the spirit of.
allowing individuals to participate in the
f rules and regulations which affect their
... lives,- - specific quiet hours : may be
established within their own residences
" through their governing boards.
B. The College views the use of sound
equipment (i.e., steros radios,
.
televisions, tape systems, etc.) as a
privilege and not a right. As such, all
, individuals must" take responsibility to
- "insure that the use of this equipment
does not interfere with the normal
' activities of bothers ' (sleep, study,
r;' reflection, and conversation), or the
- , normal functioning of
.
the College
. (classes, faculty and. administration
; office hours). Regardless of whether or
- not a complaint comes from another
- resident, the Residence Hall Staff andor
Security will determine when noise levels
'"'
a
are too high. Failure to comply with a
' request to reduce the noise level wiD
- result hi disciplinary action 1 r -
C. The College recognizes that groups of
people engaged in social activities
occasionally produce higher volume'
levels, Such a privilege - should be
exercised with due consideration for the
rest of the community (residence halls,
.
campus, town). However, excessive
,
,. exterior noise, resulting from organized
- parties, speakers . which are played
outside of windows, or individual or
group disturbances wiD result in
disciplinary action.
D. "Unreasonable Noise" is a violation of
Ohio State Law and Wooster City
Ordinances. The College cannot offer
- protection if and when the civil
authorities become involved with a noise
complaint in the first instance.
Board Cracks Down
On Bookstore Theft
by Mark Pierson
Due to the numerous bookstore thefts in --
the past several years the judicial board
wishes to emphasize their policy on these .
cases and theft in general campus. The
Judicial Board has also been criticized for its
secrecy, and thus is citing a specific case as
.
continued on page 8
Editor); Jeff Pierce (Editorial Cartoonist);
and Dave Hagelin (Reporter).
Pinkham hopes to reintroduce humor
and satire to the Voice and to increase the
number of human interest features being
printed. "People should be reading the
Voice for enjoyment," he said, "and they
like to read about other students."
National news will also be continued in
. the Voice on a limited basis. "When stories
about other colleges and universities relate
to situations at Wooster," Pinkham added,
"it's important to print them" for added
perspective. He cited recent College Press
Service features on book theft and tuition
increases.
The Voice, he added, should focus on
Wooster news and "if people want to read
purely national news copy, they should read
the Plain Dealer or the Beacon Journal."
- Pinkham noted that "it's important to run
the Voice like a business. This provides
community feeling among the staff...and it's
.
good vocational training in management to
learn to work within a budget."
: He characterized the Voice as "the one
publication that has not been in dire
financial straits
.
in
.
the last two years,"
recalling that "in years before the paper had
real financial problems." ' ' '
,
A-
-
"'". "We're a long way from becoming a major
. metropolitan newspaper," he concluded,
"We can still do a lot more."
ia Resumes in Jordan
bv Mark Pierson participating in a joint expedition with theUniversity of Sydney, Australia. - Ine
expedition will continue excavations that
were begun in the 19608 but were
terminated due to international tensions in
the area.
The work will be divided into two'
sessions, the first taking place from January
6 through March 15. This session will be
primarily under' the leadership of the
. University of Sydney. Thesecond session
will be led by Dr. Smith of Wooster and wiD --
occur between March 17 and May 17. As
one of the two directors Dr. Smith will be in
charge of the College of Wooster'
involvement in the program.
There will be en opportunity for ten or
more Wooster students to participate in the
program. As the best time to dig in Jordan is
in the Spring it is expected that most .
students will want to go at this time, but a
few students will be allowed to go during the
first season.
Most archaeological expeditions in Israel
use students to provide manual labor, but as
the Pella excavation they will have primarily
supervisory capacities.
.
Those students
involved in supervision of the site will be
directing a crew of native workmen in the
excavation of plots or squares according to
standardized stratigraphic procedures.
Students participating in the program will .
receive
.
two academic credits in Field
Archaeology from the College of Wooster.
Cost of the program will equal the tuition for .
Spring Quarter of 1979 plus approximately
one-hal- f of the round trip air fair. Financial
aid is applicable to the program if students '
are already receiving it.
Dr. Smith recommends that those going
.
continued on page 8
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; editorial ; ;
Mpre Co-e- d Dorms Beneficial
The addition of Wagner Hall as a co-e- d program house for 1978-7- 9 is a step in
the right direction. The program has the potential to be a catalyzing force on
campus providing tangible benefits for all members of the College community.
.
Questions of values are important to all of us, but as Owight Moore correctly
noted last week, value-orient- ed discussions are usually held in isolated groups
with little hope of impact on this campus or beyond. Wfth up to ten groups
simultaneously studying and discussing value' questions and opening those
discussions to the entire campus, both Wagner residents and the College
community as a whole derive benefits from the program. '
The addition of freshmen to co-e- d programs in Douglass, Babcock, and
Wagner is also laudable, for it should assist in providing necessary direction and
valuable interaction.
The addition of the Wagner program and of freshmen in co-e- d housing looms
even larger when it is recalled that NO co-e- d housing existed here prior to 1970.
The present programs move Wooster a bit closer to the ideal housing situation
where enough co-e- d housing exists for students who would choose that option;
and enough single-se-x housing is retained for those who would opt for it
Wooster is nearing that goal, with five co-e- d housing units housing nearly 400
students in operation next year. r --- -
The Wagner program will also prod other campus programming groups to
produce quality programming. In this sense, Wagner can provide direct benefits
through its own programs as well as indirect benefits through the necessary
resultant intensification of all-camp- us programming.
..
: ,
Dwight Moore hopes that a "tremendous cross-sectio-n of people...section
members, minorities..." will live in Wagner next While somewhat Utopian,
Moore's idea is certainly not without merit Lack of such a cross-sectio-n of
residents has produced more or less stagnant stereotypical programming in the
past on numerous occasions. The idea of a co-e- d program dorm is too important
to waste through homogeneity of residents and predictable programming. The
Wagner plan has tremendous potential; only through diversity, though, can it
achieve its common goal of awareness. ' , -
d 1040
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Wooster Voice
PUBLISHED WEEKLY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR BY THE STUDENTS OF
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of
the staff alone, and should hot be constued as representative of administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the editor from students, faculty,
administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater Wooster community. AD
correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College of
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691. -
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press Association and the
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' Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center, Room G 19
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..... . ..,... ....Ray Bules
Associate Editors:
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L.C.B. Plans Active Spring
'
. . According to chairperson Artie Kropp, ;
Lowry Center Board has planned a variety
of events to highlight spring quarter. --
v The Speakers and Topics Committee is"
sponsoring activist Tom Hayden on April
" 17th. Hayden was a member of the Chicago ;
Seven and ran against John Tunney. He is
most interested in the role of the activist in
government. March 30 is slated as an Open "'
Forum with Carol Morrison on Campus
Housing Opportunities. An open forum with
local trustees is still in the planning stages.
Lenore Williams will be here in AditI to :
speak on the topic of involuntary
sterilization in minorities. - . x
; Black Forum is planning two major events
in the spring A repertory theatre group,:
Karamu House,. will be here, as will several
gospel groups.' ' : P V
The concert committee is still researching
a major musical event for April. Already --
scheduled is Appalachian Spring. -- The
Hotmud Family, who appeared to an v
enthusiastic audience during bluegrass
weekend, is scheduled for an appearance in
the Cage. The Jericho Harp concert that
For 1978-7- 9 College Year
was cancelled during the --winter term
because of energy and scheduling
problems, has been rescheduled for an
appearance sometime in spring. -
The Film Committee is planning several
big name movies in the months ahead. The
.first weekend back on campus
.we will be
treated to the Streisand classic, "A Star is :
Born. Other movies schedules include
"The Stepford Wives," "A Clockwork
Orange," -- "MASH", "Summer of '42",
"Blazing Saddles," "The Graduate" and "All .
the President's Men."
".The ' Travel : Committee is " tentatively
planning a major trip to either Toronto or
Chicago. Short trips are being planned to
"The Wiz" and to Cedar Point.
Sailing Committee announces the ever-popul- ar
Alfred E. Packard Day on Friday, --
May 19, beginning at noon. May 13 and 14 is
scheduled as Parent's Weekend.
' According to Chairperson Artie Kropp,
Lowry Center Board has "a lot of diverse
programs in the spring." Some will be fun,
some stimulating, but overall, the quarter"
will be exciting.
Lowry Center Board Staff
Following is the list of the L.C.B. Members.
' Chairperson
Asst. Chairperson
SecretaryHistorian
.
COMMITTEE
Art ... .... :
Concerts ............
Outdoor Recreation
Publicity
Skiing. 1 . ...
Speakers and Topics ........
Special Events and Interests .
Student Entertainment Ctr .
Sailing ....
Travel ................ . ...
Artie Kropp
.... Kim Bracken....:.
Audrey O'Shaney ....
CHAIRPERSON
. Karyn Egeland .
Rosalind Franklin...
.Mark Stroud
. John Carwile
Gary Lammert.....
Sue O'Brien ............
Dave Merrill J......
Charlie Hebble.....
OenBergantz . ...
Karen Mills
Chris DeVries
Anne Maiwurm
...Box 2077..Ext 530
--...Box 1215..Ext 272
....Box 1490..Ext. 438
BOX '
.1530........
.1612. .
.2832
.1318
.2094............
.2417 ............
2300
1805
1161 .
2315
1467
2199
EXT.
... 274
.....1..413
.. 216
218
250
,.274
...331
...530
...274
...274
...338
...426
FACULTY ADVISORS EXT.
Jimr........... . ' ,
Michael Kern .. .,.,......'.379 r c,(representative rfrom Dean s Staff)Nancy Orr. .. ............:............316
'
-
- .
.
.
.
r Staff) - -
Listed below are office extentions for yourconvenience:
HaL Jan and Jane
Stella-..-
...
.....: 55859
.....;..i.....242
563O ' :-- . ,
.
. : . -
: -
'
,.fi Keys and LD.'s. CJiA
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VOICE Successes, Failure In Review
: by Ray Bules - - ' '.
'Two'years ago this week when t was
named ,Editor-in-Chi- ef of. the Wooster
Voice . the previous Managing Editor
assured me that the job was "a piece of
cake.. .it's all amatter of priorities." One out
of two ain't bad.. .the job has been anything
hut oactf Kiit - . " ; . - s
Managing a great journalistic., dinosaur
.
like the Wooster Voice is unquestionably a
matter f of ,--. priorities. - It takes sharp ;judgement to . correctly sort and order
priorities; regretfully, my judgement has
often missed the mark and my priorities
. have been scrambled. Only in the last
quarter has the Voice taken positive steps
. toward adopting the ; activist, concerned
' approach it must if it is to remain viable.- -
. When I inherited the Voice editorship in
March, 1976, the paper was quite different;
than it appears today.; Usually four pages
- long (never more than eight), replete with
typographical " errors j nearly devoid - of
photographs, $300 in debt, with a staff of
three writers and a circulation manager who
was running eight weeks behind, the Voice
might have run behind mystery meat in a
popularity poll. No cartoons had been
.
printed in" over three years, although
editorial extolling the
.
virtues tf pinball
playing and StarTrek-watchin- g had..
Worse yet was the quality of most of the
articles. The "editor had been forced to run
humorous features on the front page for;
lack of news coverage. Students saw the
Voice as a joke. ' '' . -
'
.
' First Decision , .. . - " :
: So I made my first priority decision-on- e
which came; close to defeating its own
purpose. I decided to concentrate all efforts
on : financial stability and,' appearance
improvement. And the move, in and of itself,
succeeded; in that first year, subscriptions
went up by .100 and advertising revenue by .
70. We spent more than ever before and
still turned a profit And a move to a new
printer improved the - appearance of the
Voice...slightly. So I -- was taken aback
when a Spring 1977 survey indicated that
most students felt that nothing had changed
from the previous year, uttie reauy naa. --
- The r impressive ; financial gains we
registered that first year masked the fact
that in the rush to perceived respectability,
student concerns had been shuffled aside.
News coverage had been broadened, but
the Voice was still merely a reporter of the
news. It didn't hunt for news; it didn't react
to the news it reported. It was, despite its
growing respectability, a glorified Potpourri
on big wide pages, r ; : - ; v : " i
This year began as more of the same on a
grand scale. Now heavily in the black, we
experimented with new layouts, increased
national news coverage, and larger issues.
The paper looked better; 61 of those
responding to a recent survey characterized
if as looking better than the previous year's
offering while only 5 thought it worse. And .
for the first time, we began speaking out,,
timidly at" first, on campus issues. Still,"
despite the Voice's increasing editorial
awareness, its priorities remained the same; --
little or no effort was made to dig for news of
concern to students. ' -- - --v;';
. This is not to say that the Voice should
not be involved in finance - appearance
concerns. I count the Voice's solid financial
base and its improved appearance among
the most important successes of the past --
two years. Such concerns, however, must
be accompanied by a critical attitude toward
the news; only in the last ten weeks has the
Voice developed such an orientation.
Digs For News
' Front page headline stories on pressing
issues including colege fire code violations
black admissions, and the tenure problem
have replaced last year's rewritten press
releases, demonstrating an increased
concern for student rights. Only this quarter
has the Voice articulated such a concern.
So it is with some satisfaction that I join
the ranks of the unemployed this week.
While my regrets for the plans that "could
have been if..." are many, so are my feelings
of pride in the accomplishments achieved by
the Voice in the last two years. --
- : I am proud to have been associated with
the Voice when it realized and assumed its
duty to do more than dutifully report the
news. The Voice's, active interest - in
campus ' issues is : ther most important
development in recent memory.
I am pleased with the
.
Voice's solid
financial base and with the fact that despite ...
its dramatic increase in advertising, we have
been able to,keep the number of inches of
advertising- - per page below what it was
"during the paper's "joke" period.
;:; I am proud that the Voice has ted the
way among Ohio's small : college
newspapers in turning . to front-pag- e
investigative,- - reporting; .no .other small
college papers in the state are performing
critical, yet balanced analyses of their --
colleges to the extent that the Voice is.
I am proud to have been associated with
this year's staff. Were if not for Doug's
pressing insight, the Voice might still be
rewriting press releases instead of becoming .
an active force on campus. Were it not for
Cindi's didicationrthe Voice would have
been financially unable to make some of the '
strides it has this year. Were it not for the
abilities and good humor of the entire staff, I
wouldn't feel nearly so honored as I do to
have worked with the Voice this year.
- But, as I said earlier, it hasn't been easy.
Some thoughts at random, born of the past
two years' experiences: .
. Food Service
Despite frequent complaints to the
contrary, College service organizations
seem genuinely ; r dedicated to serving
individual students' needs. A case in point:
Food Service. Last quarter, Howard Raber
and Company came under a good deal of
fire for certain perceived omissions. Since
then, Food Service has made an honest and
largely - successful effort to adapt its
programs to student needs and wishes.
: It is important to realize that Food Service
isH taking the initiative in responding to
student needs, both through the addition of
more nutritious options and side dishes to
. meal offerings and through the use of
independent surveys like that regarding
'
"Mom's" operations. " ; .' .
Food Service seems adaptable and
responsive to student needs and as such,
the rule and not the exception here among
service organizations. This is not to say that
"such organizations are faultless; complaints
have- - been . validly raised about ;the
operations not only of Food Service, but
those of Security and almost every other
service group here. These complaints,
however, are generally handled quickly and
"with due regard tor stuoeni iniCTi.
Campus Council Bureaueracy
It is nevertheless disturbing to note the
increasing Bureaueracy that is overtaking
Wooster's student organizations. The result
of student groups' insitution of increasing
numbers of regulations without defining
responsibilities" can only create confusion
and frustration. ' r
Last May, for example, Campus Council
approved the Voice's 1977-7- 8 budget with
the stipulation that no salary increases be
granted to staff members. This in itself is
admirable-Stude- nt Activities Fees
shouldn't necessarily be applied to salaries
when some groups are unable to obtain any
.
funding. -
The bureaucracy, however, which denied
the Editor (who is singularly responsible for
preparing and allocating the budget) access
to- - the approved budget and to this
stipulation for eight months works against,
student interests. A statute allowing such
access was passed last month, but not
before a number of Voice staff members
were unduly inconvenienced in the process
of buckpassing and denial of responsibility
by a host of student officials.
. Regulations- - must be accompanied by ,
defined responsibilities; ! allowing --casual
shrug-of-the-shoulder- s, buckpassing of the
kind experienced by the Voice at the hands
of Campus Council is indefensible and
rightly unexpected of groups which,
supposedly are concerned with the rights of
students and student organizations. The
mounting financial bureaucracy here is
disturbing. "
.
;. .. , '
Wooster Forum
The Wooster Forum must rank among
the most perceptive ideas instituted here in
a long time.- - We praised its first issue as
having great potential to provide a valuable
service to the College community, and the
Forum has" more than! fulfilled that
potential. While the Forum project raises
serious questions about discretionary I.S.
funding, its continuation next year is
imperative, both for faculty members who.
deserve the voice in the College community
which the Forum provides for them, and
for students, who benefit immeasurably
from its insight- s- - , .
- No Shame
' Probably the most difficult 'realization I
have been forced to cope with in the past
two years has been the knowledge that
almost anyone will attempt to manipulate
the Voice for personal gain. It is . particularly
disturbing when a tenured faculty member,
upon making an apparent error in
judgement, attempts first to destory the
individual student reporter's credibility by
word of mouth, the publicity and repeatedly
cries "misquote!" while privately
acknowledging to the reporter that no such
misquote occured.
As the Washington Post's Carroll
Kilpatrick noted, such unscrupulous
behavior is "part of the game," but such"
abuses of the student press in the name of
personal gain should not be tolerated.
Perhaps it is outdated to suggest that faculty
members, as well as students, should
exhibit some positive moral characteristics.
-- 1 don't think so. Attempts to manipulate and
discredit the Voice or any student '
organization, especially in this behind-the-bac- k
fashion, to cover up for one's
mistakes are indefensible.
Equally tenuous are attempts to advance
particular goals or causes by stretching
' innocuous words to their illogical extreme,
- far out of context: The Voice cannot be
manipulated as a medium for cause-baiting- ;
such behavior merely cheapens the cause,
however Valid that cause may be.
What more can I say? Overall, it's been a '
very fruitful two years. My experiences at
Wooster and as Editor of the voice have
been overwhelmingly positive. That may be
a function of many factors, but I think that
the College community here looms large in a
postive sense. In closing, let me say...
THANKS to the Voice staff for all the late
hours we've worked (for about 25C an hour)
and frustrations we've (more or less)
worked out. I hope you've enjoyed the
experience as much as I have working with
you.
MY APOLOGIES to the students of the
College of Wooster for not ordering the
Voice's priorities better sooner.
GOOD LUCK to Doug Fmkham and
next year's staff. If Doug is one-tent- h as
good an editor as he has been as a writer and
staff manager, next year's Voice will likely
be the best since the Voice's national
award-winnin- g days in the late 1950's. :
Thanks for the time!
Final Exabis Gomirig: Haw To Survive Them
- This Friday from 4.-0-0 to 5:00, the
Learning Center wiH be presenting the first
triannual session "of the workshop, "The
Fine Art of the Final Exam", in the
ReadingWriting Lab in the basement of
Babcock.--- "
.
'"l-h-.-
l ':.
' "Trie purpose of the workshop is td
provide advice and tips on how to make it
through the exam period with colors flying
rather than have your exam grades pull
Amun i-- nr aueracxxi while exams null down
your .spirits. Included t efficiently and. . .garter
effectively in those few critical hours, and a
quick session on the tine art oi cramming.
The session will be led by Don Snow, the
Assistant Director of the Learning Center,
using material he has developed over this
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Publicity To Be Imp
Last quarter, a publicity move was made
in Lowry Center by the building staff which
created a great deal of disturbance on the
part of many individuals on campus. The
general publicity area at the front of Lowry
Center was reestablished near the rear of
the Student Union.
Reasons for this move were. quickly
obliterated by the dissatisfaction on the part
of the students who use the publicity area.
The prime complaint was quite clear no one
sees the publicity anymore. A secondary
result was that no one outside of a few select
groups and individuals uses the publicity
area.
As a result of many frustrations and
exhausted ideas, a publicity committe was
formed to study the problem and make
recommendations. The committee
consisted of: Jane Denovchek, Lowry
Center Intern; Jon MacClennan; Wendy
Beatty, ICC; Dave Sanders, Myers House;
Sue O'Brien, Publicity, LCB; Cindy Weiler,
.
LCB former asst.; Bill Daywalt, LCB asst.;
Artie Kropp, LCB 7 chairperson; Kim
Bracken, LCB asst.; John Williams, Food
Service Representative; Mike Petrella, SGA
President; Hal Closson, Lowry Center
Director.
On Tuesday cf this week, the committee
officially submitted a .proposal to SGA
cabinet where it was given full support.
Lowry Center Board also gave the proposal
its support. The proposal stated:
Recommendations for Publicity in
Lowry Center
t Main Lobby
1. Move Marquee: return to original
position.
2. Wanted to BuyWanted to Sell- - return to
original position, continue with 3x5 cards.
"
3. LCB. Light Board: return to original
position. Non-LC- B. events to be included
when possible; requests for .space to go
.
through Facilities Office.
4. Campus Lite Board (proposed): located '
next to ladies' room in Main Lobby, utilize
overhead lighting - not marquee-typ- e
lighting like LCB. board, and provide as
many "squarish" slots as possible (ideally
16-20- ). Paper available at Facilities Office on
a first come, first serve basis. Envision use
for non-LC- B. events, sectionclub pizza
and hoagie drives, theatre tryouts, student
recitals, etc.
5. Calendars-TODA- yS EVENTS and
TOMORROW'S EVENTS-o-n bulletin
board, front of first pillar of Main Lounge(brass calendar is currently there).
Scheduled Special Events Bulletin
Boards
1. These boards to be scheduled through
Facilities Office for one week with the option
for renewal if no other requests.
2. Five locations:
a. across from Jan Donley's office
b. 2 plexiglass ones (next to light board's
.current location and by Room 118)
c. entrance to line 1 between coat room
entrances
d. entrance to line 2 above red sofa
Back Hall Area
1. S.GACampus Council: remain in
same location plus one outside office
2. EM. and Travel: same general area only
as close to main corridor as possible
3-
- leave burlapped bulletin boards as is for
all extraneouscommunity materials
Dining Halls
1. no table tents! Pot and Very Weekly for
- table distribution
Committee: Jane Denovchek, Cindy
Weiler, Sue O'Brien, Kim Bracken, Jon
MacClennan, Wendy Beatty, Dave
Sanders, Mike Petrella, Bill Daywalt, John
Williams (F.S.) -
Some of the changes in publicity policy
and location will take place over Spring !
Break. So that the changes can best benefit
you as a student, please read these words of
explanation.
--
" Item number 4 of the proposed Publicity
in Lowry Center. Presently, Lowry Center
Board owns and operates the Light Board
now located between 1 19 and 120 at the rear
I. ire
roved
of Lowry Center. Interest has been
expressed by students and other
organizations of the board as
.
it offers
excellent publicity. Because of the number
of campus events and activities, it was the .
feeling of the committee that a separate Tight
board for the campus would be the best
solution, both for Lowry Center Board and
for other students. The committee wishes to .
emphasize that this board is for everyone.
This is your opportunity to get last minute
publicity up on an event that is important to "
you. Special Events Bulletin Boards are for
.
larger events such as plays, concerts, etc.,
on which those doing publicity wish to
spend more time setting up the bulletin
board. , .
Table Tents will be banned the dining '
rooms. Due to the poor outlet for publicity
within Lowry Center . Jast quarter , the
number of table tents increased
tremendously and cause a great deal of
trouble for Food Service Employees. With
the new options for campus wide publicity
and prime areas in Lowry Center available
to all students, it was decided by the .
committee that only Potpourri and Very
Weekly should be allowed on the tables,
thereby eliminating table tents.
With these changes it is hoped that the
problem of publicity in Lowry Center will be
greatly improved. If there are questions
.
andor suggestions about the charge, please
get in touch immediately with any member
of the committee before you go home
over Spring Break. ' " " .
'It is also honed that better rxiblicitu
outlets in Lowry Center will minimize use
of mailbox stuffing for advertising
purposes and Students are reminded
that the post office requires two days
notice for mail box stuffings, that full
sheets of publicity be folded, minimum
size is 3 x5 and if names and box
, numbers are included, they, should be '
alphabetized. ' 1 ,.' "
bv Susie Estill
Sunday night at 8: 15, the Scot Symphonic
Band under the direction of Stuart Ling
performed their annual Winter Concert in
McGaw Chapel. The opening
.
piece
"Overture In B Flat" was composed by
Ceasar Giovannini who writes themes for
motion pictures and television. The
number, a spirited contemporary
composition, opened with brass fanfares
answered by legato woodwind passages.
"William Byrd Suite" the second song the
band performed, is based on the Fitzwilliam
Virginal Collection composed, by Byrd. The
Scots played three of the six movements
written by the great composer,' -
The final movement of ."Symphony" by
Dr. Washburn was the third selection of the
concert, Washburn will be visiting Wooster
on April 9, and will conduct the entire
"Symphony" in a festival concert ot his
' ' "music,
. A traditional march written specifically for
the U.S. Marine Corps by John Philip Sousa
in 1888 was another of the band's lighter
pieces. "Semper Fidelis" is its title, and it
utilizes the motto of the Corps.'
To end the first half of the concert, the
Scot Band played a composition by Dr.
Whear. based .on the well-know- n hymn
"Stuttgart", titled "Wycliffe Variations".
The introduction use's the first four notes if
the theme and the tune is played first by the
ba itones and tubas. This is followed by five
variations, the last of which forms the finale
and restates the theme, slightly altered, in.
canonic form amid fanfares. --- .
After a brief intermission,' the Scot Pipers,
Drummers, and Dancers,
. under the
leadership of Bob McDowell, Mark
Klemens, and Carol Bogard performed
several numbers including the often
requested "Amazing Grace", A small band
(A
Canton String Quartet
By Lisa Vickery "..
- .
extending over the past month which have
inciuaea songs, concertos and sonatas for a
variety of voices and instruments have been
well performed and well received, but I rank
this performance of the Canton StringQuartet among one of my favorites. .:
The Quartet in G Mmnr rav K
Scot Symphonic Band Offers
variety of Music in Concert
"
.
" "wm IT t tearlier music for winds and percussion in
the bchubert Set . The piece was chosen
to participate in the festival marking the
sesquicentennial of Schubert's death.
Liturgical Music brought the entire band
together again on stage in a four movement
composition. In an attempt to set to music
the essence of aworship experience, Martin
Mailman, uses the percussion, brass, and
woodwinds effectively. The four
movements are titles, "Introit Y "Kyrie",
"Gloria", and "ADeliia".
Donald Rice was the soloist on the alto
saxiphone for the next selection
"Persuasion". --Sammy Nestico wrote this
piece in a mood reminiscent of the ballads of
the 40s and 50s, with the concert band filling
the role of a somewhat amplified stage band.
The final piece is a musical tribute to four
of the famous music composers George
Gershwin, Vincent You mans, Cole Porter,
and Jerome Kern, written by Robert Russell
Bennett. Bennett himself has scored many
of the Broadway hit shows over a five
decade span. Each of the four movements
oo not quote the composers, but do suggest
the style of each in subtle ways.
.
spring tour The .nine day tour begins
Wednesday morning at 7:00 a.m.
The band will be appearing in Knoxville,
Tennessee; and Gainesville, Fort
Lauderdale, Coral Gables. Pompand
Beach, Fort . Myers. Sarasota - St
AHD IKE TO G?ICr
A MSTAKE MADE BY
I jy INTERPRETER. MY
SraiTOJT WlfV NOT
IPfoMSE TO BALANCE.
he budget:
Schubert Series Concludes
by Lisa Vickery
Music review; the
final
first movement of the piece, an "Allegro con --
brio" was characterized by marked bowing. v-Th- e
importance of each part was equally
contrast, the "Andantino" of the secondThe Schubert Festival series of chamber movement centered around the melody
cummemoranng me one hundred carnea oy tne nrst violin, the pther strings
and fiftieth year of Franz Schubert's death mostly providing the . supporting chord
concluded last ' Friday evening with the progressions and harmonies.' The third
SPwnrh ann firu rmvsri li...J ..i.l. ,AM l r w i
the music of this distinguished Austrian Trio: Allegro vivace" which was very
composer. All of the festival's concerts, stylized. Here the violin and viola shared the
spotlight alternately in some antiphonal
passages. The closing "Allegro" was rapid
and filled with staccato notes. The Quartet,
in general, was characterized by recurring '
themes within each movement.
Three of the Quartet members recessed,- -'
urmn Mvnski SAhtAe) t. -program with definition and direction. The; be joined bv Daniel Winter.
ocnuoerts aonatino in U Maior. This
piece struck me as being somewhat shallow
and colorless, especially in - the . initial
movement which consisted of the same
plain melody over and over with seemingly
little or no progression or development. The
middle "Andante" was an improvement
over the first movement, particularly in the
second theme that glided through the midst
or it. ine third movement was again an
improvement becausei both the solo and
accompaniment parts had more substance
and development.
The Quartet in D Minor was a satisfying
grand finale. It began in an almost canonical
sort of style: and quickly developed a
number of themes that moved in and out,
carried by the different instruments. The
brief but ornamental cadenzas by the first
violin, Michal Sobieski, and the vigorous --
moving parts of the other musicians Kypros
Markou; cello, made this movement and ..
this, piece the most intricate one of the
program. The "Andante con moto" which
followed, . although not as intricate was
gorgeously thick and lush; almost pious
sounding. A . beautiful cello melody
decorated with a violin obligate was inserted
in this movement. The next two movements
which drew the program and the series to a : '
close were both intense and exhilarating,
making an appropriate denouement for the
Schubert Festival.
.-
-. r v .
Scot Band To TourFlorida
.
.Next Wednesday morning, as many stop on the tour will be a day at Walt DisneyWooster students will be completing their World in Orlando, where the band will belast finals and packing to return home for marching, . along with" enjoying the -
-- yt " : ocoi oympnonic tsand, entertainment.
accompanied by the Scot Pipers andDancers, will be heading for Florida on their
was used to recapture in part the sound of Petersburg, Seminole, Florida. -- The
The Scot Band has been on tour for the
past three springs, playing mostly at
Presbyterian Churches in the area in which
they desire to travel. Band members stay
with host families from these churches, and
travel with their only cost being for food and
transportation. After a hopefully successful
tour, the band will return Saturday morning
M.irch 25.
.
- Jil t 1" ?VK':-- V -.-u- f."At-'X- It -- i...'I i(lviivll?Cf.I il i v-- 7 - !::
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students.
: His plan proposes that students either
pay an increased 12 percent in tuition costs
at the time of enrollment, or sign a
promissory note to the state. The note.
Science , and Arts . students need more
09
"Sorry, buster fixed income, you know."
Tuition Issue In California
(CPS)--"N6bod- y forces students to go to
college. ..Since they're the primary
beneficiaries of their education they should
pick up most ot tne cost.
This was the reasoning behind the
"Learn, . Earn and Reimburse Plan"
(California Assembly Bill 571) proposed-an- d
defeated --last month. Sponsor Bud
Collier (R-Arcadi- a) has introduced the bill
every year since 1963, and each year the
,rvrivvtic6ntron:1efelature';vJtes' it- -
'
"
r-"-
:down.
- But Collier believes that state tax-payer- s,
80 percent of whom haven't attended state-supporte- d
colleges, are bearing an unjust
burden. Californians will fork out roughly
$2.2-- billion in the state funds for higher
education this year. Collier's plan would
transfer part of their bill to California .
would allow them to defer payments until
level of $10,000, and pay it off within 20
years.
.
Collier', who
.
put himself through
Occidental College as an economics major
40 years ago, feels that students can do the
same today. Opponents of the bill, such as
the UC and California State Student and
Administration Lobbies, disagree.
"If the bill had passed, manv students
rwbuld "be-force-d to drop out of school or
borrow heavily," said Jon Haber, co-direct- or
of the UC Student Lobby. The
public want low-co- st education open to
people of all economic backgrounds, said
opposing assemblyman Gary Hart (D-San- ta
Barbara).
Collier apparently believes that public
opinion may change. He says he plans to
introduce the bill again next year.
(Thanks to the UCLA Daily Bruin and the
Highlander for the information)
Freshman Comp Skills Stressed
(CPS) --As concern grows over the lack of
writing abilities of college students, the
faculty at the University ot Michigan s
College of Literature Science and the Arts
have adopted strict requirements that make
Freshman Comp. 101 look good again.
rut Biuueius eiueiuiy uit wucys ui
August 1979 will have to comoose a writing
sample at the U-- M and submit it for an
"entrance assessment", even transfer
students and students scoring high on
advance placemnt examinations. On the
basis of mis assessment, students will be
either assigned to a tutorial course followed
by an introductory composition course,
... placed directly in the introductory
composition course, or exempted from the
, intrnduetorv eomnosition reauirement.
AAm Iks ewKrwYvwo near o-- h ctiwlont
will be required to complete a writing course
or program in his or her area of
concertration. . When such a course or
' program is not offered in the student's area
. of concentration, it must be taken in some
other area. -
;. This "upperclass writing requirement"- -
' WrllCn WUl Wi UUXU UllU UIC whb-uiu- ui
. ... i e
over the next 3ft years-- is aesignea iot
m MtKu norci meno nraanization
of significant materials", as faculty noticed
that most students had problems with
organization and argument.
. About ten percent of entering Literature,
attention than can be offered in U-M- 's
present introductory composition courses,
said chairperson Daniel Fader.
by Doug Pinkham
A black comedy is a difficult kind of play
to produce-- it takes the timing of comedy .
and the emotional impact of drama. It's also
a difficult kind of play to watch-yo- u laugh,
you get caught up in the humor, but then
someone or something yanks you back
down to a derisive reality. The House of
Blue Leaves," a two act play written by John
Gaure and directed in Shoolroy Theater by
Bruce Longworth, is black comedy at its
best, for it elicits laughter, concern, and
utter confusion all at once.
On the level of comedy, the story is about
a frustrated zoo keeper-pian- o player named
Artie Shaughnessy (Dan Treadwell) who.
dreams of leaving his insane wife and
escaping to Hollywood to become a famous
composer. His mistress, Bunny Flingus
(Catherine McQueen), gets caught up in the
same dream as she-plan- s to escape from her
equally unhappy existance in New York
City. The two continually trade Neil Simon-is- h
one-liner- s with themselves and Artie's
wife. Bananas (Mary Beidler), whose rolling
eyes and hallucinations provide some of the
best laughs of the night.
But something about Bananas tends to
make the audience feel uncomfortable. She
is not simply a "gag" character, thrown in for
humor, but a main character in the story.
She, too, is struggling; she dreams of life
before her mental illness set in and how
proud she was of her son, Ronnie, now in
the military.
It is at this point that Ronnie (Chris
Henley) is introduced. Not altogether in one
piece himself, he secretly plans to
assassinate the Pope on his upcoming visit
to New York to address the United
Nations. With a bomb under his arm, and a
bizarre grin on his face, he tells the audience
why he is mad at the world and why the
world is mad. Though he fails "m his attempt
to kill the Pope, he does succeed in killing a
flighty Hollywood starlet who gets in the
way.
More than anything else, "The House of
Blue Leaves" deals with people trying to
cope with their surroundings. Artie copes
by dreaming of taking Bunnie to Hollywood
and launching a career; Bananas copes by
withdrawing into herself until she loses
touch with the world; Ronnie copes by
striking back violently at injustice; finally,
the audience copes by accepting the
comical dialogue and rejecting the talk of
murder and insanity. Artie lets out one quip
after another, the audience follows laughing
behind. Bananas appears and creates
sympathy for her condition, but the
audience trys to ignore her illness and
preserve the humor. Then Gaure throws in
some slapstick-is- h nuns for farce, few more
perhaps the
feature. 'John
slides easily into Robin Lumley's keyboard
leads, and alternate lines from Percy Jones'
bass are heard throughout. In fact, there are
few bands that utilize the bass as a lead
instrument as well this one.
Percussion effects provide the proper
these obscure names if it were not for one background for the type of music the group
important factor; Their drummer and leader creates, with Collins on drums and Morris
is Genesis' percussionist Phil Collins. The Pert playing "all those weird things in the
other members of the band have background." Kenwood Dennard, who
collaborated on several albums in the past, plays drums on tour while Collins is working
those lonely import bins. With Collins at the with Genesis, appears here on two cuts,
some released in the U.S., others found in The music on this album varies from more
helm, this underground menagerie of typical jazz to harder, more identifiable
musicians with varying talents is becoming themes and . variations. Percy Jones'
one of the best iazz-roc- k bands in the U.S. "Malaga Virgen" is one of the band's best
--Livestock" is their third aioum, recorded concert pieces and new piece written oyGoodsaHDennard and opens
..,,, . ! 1 1 1 I fi 1 1 I
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"Leaves": Laughing Till It Hurts
me ur niceiy.
one-liner- s, and you become drugged into
the comical effect once more.
But then, the end of the play leaves Artie
all alone with his wife. Suddenly, he drops
his smile and all sense of comedy with it, as
he smothers her with kisses and strangles
her on the floor. The reaction is devastating.
You feel guilty for laughing and, somehow,
responsible for her death.
The play extends beyond the theme of
"who is mad and who is sane?" It invites the
audience to question the sanity of
institutions-th-e Church, the media, the
government-an- d, more importantly, it
forces you to question your own sanity. You
know something's not right, you laugh, but
then you feel like crying or screaming-a- s if
it's ail a bad dream.
.
Though the play did succeed, one
problem in the production was that not all
the actors seemed to understand, or know
how to react to, the magnitude of the play. It
was not pure comedy, though certain parts
such as Corrinna (Bunny McKee) were
constructed to. build up the comical effect
and help cause confusion. Treadwell,
Beidler, and Henley seemed to reach the
audience better than others, for humor was
not the only intent in their humorous lines.
Getting laughs was not the sole purpose of
the play.- -
Even Guare and possibly Longworth may
have gone a bit overboard on occassion,
though. Three nuns are introduced at one
point to snatch the audience away from
their concern about Ronnie's assassination
plan, but the farce is overdone. In the long
scuffle between Ronnie and the nuns over
two tickets to see the Pope at Yankee
Stadium, the audience laughs heartily but
has to wait while Gaure makes a few extra
pokes at the Catholic Church. Though one.
purpose of the scene seemed to be to create
confusion by showing confusion, it was
tempting to lose contact with the play for a
moment and take a breath. .
Bruce Longworth tackled an extremely
difficult play--a play that was likely to shake
up a lot of people-an- d he crafted a
tremendously effective production. He had
to understand; the importance of
maintaining comic balance while injecting
emotion-envokin- g characterizations.
Here's the predicament: if the play isn't
funny, and no one laughs, you perform the
second act before an empty theater, if the
production is all laughs and no pathos, the
audience leaves with the thought that
they've just seen a second-rat- e comedy.
Longworth had to come closer than
anyone else to understanding "The House
of Blue Leaves" if it was going to succeed.
And admist all the confusion, he did his job
well.
"Brand X" Critically Acclaimed By Critic Moonshine
; : Brand X; Livestock
' by Mark Pierson
" V (album provided by Bong Hit)
When going into the local record store
' back home one occassional glances at the
"import" stacks which are in some remote
corner of the aisle. Here can be found
assorted foreign groups and artists with
strange names and somewhat different
styles of music, ranging from jazz-roc- k to
synthesizer drones. These albums have to
be located in import bins because their
commercial apnears is not great enough for
an American company to promote them.
"Brand X" would probably be one of
live in London at the Hammersmith Odeon Overall, "Livestock" contains some very
and the Marquee Club. The LP contains two progressive work that is innovative but yet
songs released on previous studio albums1,
"Enthanasia Waltz" from "Unorthodox
Behavior" and "Malaga Virgen" from
"Moroccan Roll".
The tightness of Brand X's sound is
retains ideas from both jazz and rock, a
blend with which some have succeeded and
some have failed It is a well produced
album, with crowd noise at the beginning of
each cut being as mellow as the music itself.
band's most identifiable But don't look for this Brand mtneimpon
GoodsaD's guitar playing aisle, for they have made h' into the
commercial American market without being
a commercial product.
Tuition On Increase
(CPS)-T-he median, student bill one year's
attendance at one of the nation's major
public universities will rise, another 6.7
percent this academic year. However,
tuition and fees increased in percentages
from 7J to 14.2, while room and board went
up an average of 2.7 percent.
This information was collected by the
National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges from survey
continued on
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French Leftists Divided
by Alios Papademetriou
This Sunday, March 12th, the French will
go to polls in order to elect their new
government. 1 had written before about the
. elections in this country, but I would like to
recall the situation once again. -
Two months ago, disagreements between
the leaders of the French Leftists caused the
separation of the parties, and their collision
which placed the French Left movement in a
precarious position.
The first problem begins from the amount
of the nationalization of the big companies.
Initially, the two parties agreed .. to
nationalize nine major corporations, but
later on, the Communist Party asked for the
nationalization of all the affiliated
companies. . "
Another problem is nuclear power. The
Communist leader, Marchais, insists that
military nuclear power must be retained,
while the Socialist leader, Mitterand
advocates its abolition. - "
"There's no prejudice against women here. In
fact, my typist has a PhD and outstanding
ability."
BEALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Just North o the College)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
Magazines
i
. . Since now the union of the Left was more'-benefici- al
for the Socialist Party than the'
Communist Party and .increased its"
popularity, but after their collision it was the
Communist : Party . which increased its .
power. Polls show the increased popularity .
of the Communist Party 19 to 22, where
as the popularity of the Socialist Party
decreased from 30 to 27. ;
The Socialist Party moved to the right and --
for this reason the Communist Party broke --
relations. Mitterand - compromisedr--accordin- g
to the Washington Bonn London
axis to build , an "easy", socialism like
Schmidt in West Germany and Soares in
Portugal. The Communists believe that the --
compromise of the Socialist . Parry's
compromise does not solve the problems of --
the working class. ... .
. Lying untouched for some 2300 years, the
gold - and silver-lade-n tomb of King Philip II
of Macedon, father of Alexander the Great,
has been discovered by a team of Greek
archeologists headed by Professor Manolis
Andronikos of ., the University, of
Thessaloniki. .
Philip II Hvedtrom 382 to 336 B.C. He was
succeeded by his 20-year-o- ld son Alexander
when he --was assassinated as he was --
preparing his army for war in Persia. f:
The tomb was discovered under a street
in the Village of Vergjna, some 40 miles west
of Thessaloniki, Greece. The tomb's
,' entrance had been dosed off with a marble
roiaroia puuea out of ixxith Africa in
November. The exit came after executives
learned that Frank & Hirsch, their South
African distributor, had violated a 1971
decision not to seQ film to the government.
On the surface, these actions appeared to
reflect growing corporate responsiveness to
protests - both in the US and South Africa.
But in reality, as a US banker recently
returned from Johannesburg told the New
York Times, 'overseas corporations are
continuing to pump money into - South
Africau-bu- t US corporations are trying to
avoid 'press risk'. They don't want their"
names in headlines.."
.
The possibility that numerous'corporate
statements deploring " apartheid were
placebos tossed to US protestors and press
is given credence by an assurance Stephen
Pryke,- - Chase Manhattan's top South
African official, made to a Johannesburg
f ; '."THE"
Newspapers
Smoke Shop
'.W
In thm Cotlaga Hills S H O P
Shoppiitf Ciintar
Phon: 2628846
CIT Y
NEWS
S. Market
.
282-515- 1
101 JZ'; Ifi J
King
- LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
Mitterand and Marchais.
slab bearing a painting of a hunting scene 24
by 15 feet in dimension. A small ancient
temple discovered near to-- the beehive-shape- d
tomb had" been plundered .by
theives. But the tomb itself, because of its
closure by the giant stone slab, was intact-th- e
first unlooted Macedonian royal grave to
be discovered. -- - - --- '-
.-
-.
The discovery is one of the most
important of . recent decades, not only
because of the priceless treasures found in '
the tomb but also for the scientist and ;
historians concerned with the period: Philip :
II was the most powerful potentate of his .
age.
U.S. Investments Up In Sdiutlifrica
(CPS)--Aft- er months of hedging,
.
US Manhattan .shareholders that, the Chase
corporations may be upping the investment . should adopt a Tending policy which
ante in South Africa. Henry Ford II capped a specifically excludes loans that, in our
recent tour of plants with the declaration judgement, tend to support apartheid
Africa, but will expand.
Earlier, Caltex Petroleum, a jointly owned
subsidiary of Texaco and Socal, announced
that they were targeting $134 million to beef
uptheir refining capacity.
These actions come after months of
corporate Tow profile' in the face of church
and student protests. Wary of being linked
with apartheid, US corporations have
adopted numerous strategies to dissociate
themselves from the Vorster regime.
Last March, GM declared a freeze on
future investments, noting that the
investment climate had been soured by "the
country's pressing social problems which
have their origin in the apartheid system."
GM's announcement followed a South
African Reserve Bank report indicating that
the net inflow of cash fell from $1.9 billion in
1975, to $1 billion in 1976.
In May, David Rockefeller told Chase
W 1 . M M - a . -
newspaper: "we're just carrying on as
before and well shortly be moving to bigger
premises.' Pryke's statement came one
week after Rockefeller unveiled his new loan
policy.- - - V ' ".
: Both TTT and the Chrysler Corporation
made, headlines when they sold several of
their South African subsidiaries to local
companies." But both kept considerable
chunks of stock. - . . .'
GM, despite its investment freeze, has no
intention of abandoning South Africa.
"We've been there over 50 years," : a
spokesperson told the New York Times,
"and we plan to be there for a long time to
come." -- - ' 1 :-- :"
In the same Times, a General Electric
official theorized that GE could be affected
by a change in US foreign policy, or a wild,
fluctuation in world markets, but one thing
would not sway GE: the protests to "get out
because they say our presence supports
apartheid." '
. .
'.
The corporate rationale,' elucidated in
Business Week, argues that South African
; continued on page 8
The car of human Klc and happiness - and not their destruction - is (h first and
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'.' Professor - Andronikos did "not
immediately claim that the tomb was that of
Philip D. But," after numerous tests and .
studies-includin- g chemical .dating methods --
- he was able to announce to an excited --
press-conference of newspapermen and
other'.archeologists: This is without any .
doubt the tomb of King Philip " Professor.
Andronikos made the decisive discovery;
which clinched the identification of the
tomb without question, when , he was -
making a torchlight insoection of the hi ma I '
chamber one evening and found five small ;i
"carved ivory heads
. on the --. floor. On
examination, they turned out to be the ' --likenesses'o-
f'Philip.'his parents," his' wife
Olympias and his son' Alexander.
A royal panoply of blue cloth decorated
with : feathers, standing over the marble :
sarcophagus, was a further important piece
.
of evidence to the positive identification of
the tomb. ... . . -s- -.-"
Iran Unrest j
Army tanks are patrolling the streets of - '
Tabriz, Iran, after the authorities put down .
two days of anti-governme- nt rioting that left V
more than 100 businesses burned.. .' -
The government said six persons were :
killed and 125 injured during the two days of '
rioting after the preceeding three months of 'fdisorder. Unofficial sourses said that the --
actual death toll was "several times" higher,
but there was no way to verify the statistics.
Tabriz, with more than 600,000 people, is ;
Iran's second largest city, The .capital of
Azarbaijan, it is the center of the area where ;
the Soviet Union promoted Communism
and won adherents during its occupation in rS;
World War n. In the view of some, that fact - 1
lent credence to the government's charge
that communists were involved since they :
might have infiltrated The religious protest -
groups. ,
I WUaLU-WI- UJ I
I - ssnvicE
TAKES YOU.
1 ICUUi(l
I
1
I
Greeting Cards J 1
ftatMVmV ;
Corporations Still h
X Refuse o:Divests
'
. c .V continued from page 5 . . - '
V
. resources are crucial to the US economy
V and that "the way to assure continued
; access to raw minerals and the sea lanes is
: to support demands for racial equality in
hopes that black governments that come to
' power will be friendly to the OS."
J-- The keystone of this philosophy is the
"Sullivan Statement: a liberal set of principles
L--
:. assuring blacks of economic parity. So. far,
; 56 companies have endorsed the
statement. But " signature doesn't mean
-- compliance. Figures indicate' that despite
J r-- corporate pledges, the pay "gap between
black and white , is widening. : A white
mineworker earns roughly $1,027 a month,
while a black brings home $124 a gap of
' :. $903- - In 1974, the difference ia pay scales
: was $722. -- vr I" . - ,
--V-
i?;
". One primary reason for the disparity is
.
lack of a black, collective voice. African
- unions, while not illegal, don't ; enjoy the
1-
- statuatory protection given their white and
; Asian counterparts. To the mind of South
--V- African Minister of Justice and Police James
; Kruger.. "trade unionism is, in actual fact,
'.alien to the --black mind...we just don't
want him to be exploited by some trade
V union that wants to make political capital
;; out of him." :' '
.
.
- "v
;
Fearing that African unions will provide
blacks with political structure to organize
-- : around, labor organizers are harassed and
jailed. Businesses are urged not to initiate
--
- collective bargaining. ' y
This last stipulation may be hard to
., enforce. Last September," the European
"Community's "Council - of ; Ministers
Y"I inaugurated a new code of ethics for EC
' companies operating in South Africa. The,
. code includes all the tenets of the Sullivan '
'-
- Statement, but goes much further in urging :
Cthe companies to recognize black unions.,
- The EC initiative has upset the regime.
; "We don't really mind the Sullivan Codecs
claims a member of the SA Foundation - a
businessman's lobby hoping to beautify the :
regime's image abroad, "but if anything
"
; unreasonable like the recognition of black
. trade unions comes out of the EC, it would
be most unwelcome." ;
Of the 352 US corporations in South
Africa, only Ford Motor Co. has accorded
j limited recognition to African Unions.
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i - Bob Amos, Dave Shugert, Deb Schwinn, and Don Snow make up ihe local Bluegrass group,
..
--Appalacian Spring." They wffl be givmg a concert on Api 1 at the CoHegeo
Chairman Newson Reviews Campus Council Year
;,r,,r CAMPUS COUNCIL JNOTES 1,
by Graham Newson, Campus Council
Chairperson -- ;
As this year's Campus Council comes to
a close, I would like to present this summary
of what has been accomplished in the past
year, and suggest some challenges that lie
ahead for the new Council ' - .- -'
. Probably the most important function for
Council was the distribution of the Student
bmens Center Active
'
.r.- - by John Gilbert . y- - roles and career goals. One of the great
'" Perhaps the most active organization on problems' for women is that they are often
: campus this year has been the Women's not encouraged to look into many promising
Resource -- Center. Their persistence and careers. Law, business, and other
dedication have allowed them to complete a professional ' schools still have a low
"
wide variety of . activities. --These have percentage of woman applicants. Another
included ; Women's . Career . Day, a problem is that once a woman achieves an
recognition reception for Cincfi Jarvis,. entrylevel job, promotions do not come as
'i nublication of newsletters, and SDonsoring easily as they. would for a man. " The
of various workshops. , L ' ' Women's Resource
" tu- - nf r- -. provides services for
founded in 1975 in order to. create a
:
. healthier environment for men and women
to interrelate. Also, the Center provides a
medium through which women can give
" each other support and analyze their social
Center currently
women in .areas of
assertiveness, training, resume writing, and
life planning in order that these problems
may be overcome.
The - most - encouraging thjng for the --
" continued from page 3 -
'
Vm Looking
;
:
; xrV ' For A Manager ;
I
';-:-6 j- - " :
I fT ir tMl " 20 hours a week! j; Salary! -- f; v ': :
; Office at 558 or 559 1
' Activities Fee to different T; groups . on
'campus. Since more money was needed for
the Activities Fee to be effective. Council
applied for, and received, a student Activity
Fee increase of $1.00 per student each year.
That totaled roughly $2,000 more for
student activities. A standing Budget Sub-- '
committee of Council distributed the
Student Activity Fee and handled financial
concerns that arose. -
Hell Week was also" reviewed by Council.
New guidelines were drawn up and passed
to help both the Inter-Sectio- n Council and
Inter-Clu- b Council clarify previously vague
rules. Campus Council also passed a new
constitution for the Inter-Clu- b Council. A
standing ' Hell Week sub-committ- ee of
Campus Council worked with
independents, section and club members to
improve communication and understanding
of the Hell Week process. The sub-
committee also helped the I.S.C. and I.C.C.
assign observers for Hell Week process.
The role of the observer was clarified, and
guidelines were formed to make the
observer system more effective.
Another responsibility of Council's was to
provide charters for qualified organizations.
During the past year, we have chartered the
. WOOSTER FISH
'
."Dp Sa Foods
featuring...
lobster
. catfish -
shrimp
frog legs
turbot
" oysters
scallops
BBQribs
-- RESTAURANT
' - and " ...
RETAIL FRESH FISH
282-833- 1
230 N. Buckeye
Black Women's Organization, "the
Democratic Coalition, and the Republican
Club. New social guidelines were passed,
and these set certain standards which will
make Wooster a better community for all.
The problem of noise was also discussed
and acted upon. A "noise Code" will be
included in the Code of Conduct which
establishes that studying and sleep have
priority over noise.
The Visitation proposal was. studied by
Council, and will be voted on next quarter.
Campus Council fofrned a Judicial Board
sub-committ- ee which is currently
.
investigating ways to improve the judicial
system here on campus. The Council itself
clarified its role on campus and increased its
publicity through Voice articles and the
posting of minutes along with its
membership in Lowry Center.
There are many challenges ahead for the
new Council: improved race relations here
on campus, a push for another Student Fee
increase, continued work through Hell
Week ' sub-committ- ee for improved
understanding between section, club
members, and independants.
Hopefully, this summary of past
continued on page 8 -
Beauty Center
Rose Trumphour and Linda Boreman have jut
returned from New York where they worked with
German Scientists and Cosmotolospsts in the.
WELL DEMO LAB. New techniques learned were-PICTU- RE
FRAMING, 3 D SHADING CRembrandt
Lookl. ICING, TORTOISE SHELLING, and all
phases, including corrective work.
RamadaBldg. 264-921- 0-
! . ' I J - -
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Judicial Board Cautions Book Thieves
continued from page 1
an example of their procedure in such
instances. r ' . . -
Earlier this year a student had discovered
that her book was missing, and in looking for
it found it for sale on a shelf in the bookstore.
After this was explained to Don Noll,
bookstore manager, he was able to trace
-- who had brought the book in to sell by
checking charge slips and numbers. This
case was referred to Judicial Board, which
found the person guilty and a large
monetary fine was assessed.
Mr. NoD reports that since the book store
THEIR SHAME
YOUR FORTUNE
Leading pool distributor has acquired entire stock
of inground and above ground swimming pools
from bankrupt dealer. Still in original cartoons. Will
sell for price or less, while they last. Some as low
as $650.00. Guaranteed installation anywhere in
Ohio. Call Randy collect 513-299-25- 04 for details.
is owned by the College it abides by College
Policy. He dislikes mirrors, TV cameras and
other detection devices but : says that
bookstore thieves are often caught. A first
offense usually results in a Judicial Board
hearing, and a second offense may lead to
prosecution from city officials.
, Judicial Board Chairperson Jay Burden
: says "Judicial Board considers theft a very
severe violation of the Code of Conduct and
has become aware of an increase in the
number of thefts on campus. In cases of
theft, the Board has the option of assigning a
penalty which varies from a warning to
expulsion from school."
Tuition Up Everywhere!
continued from page 7
responses received from 154 campuses
nationwide. The average charge for a year's
tuition, fees, room and board, they
reported, went from $2,108 for 1977-7-8
compared to $1,976 for 1976-77- .
For tuition and fees alone, the increase is
more dramtic. For state residents, they
went up 7.3 percent from a median of $647
to $694. For non-residen- ts, there was a jump
of 11.1 percent, from $1,474 to $1637. . .- -
Tuition and fees for students attending"
graduate and professional schools of state
universities rose much more than at the
undergraduate level. Double digit
percentage increases were reported for
' "
Community Art
Show Sunday
by David Hagelin
A CommunitV Art Show, foaturina uinrlr
by both community persons and students,
will open in the Art Center Gallery on
Sunday, March 12, and will run through
Sunday, April 2.
At a reception from 2-- 5 on March 12,
Becky Seeman of the Art Department and
Mary Breckenridge of the Art History
Department will present jury awards to
students whose work they consider
outstanding.
A "best of show" award will be given; as
well as jury awards in painting, graphics,
photography, sculpture and ceramics,
textiles, and jewelry.
Some herns will be on sale.
both resident and non-reside- nt students
attending schools of medicine and
veterinary medicine, and for non-reside- nt
dental and graduate students, the
association said. .
More than half of the survery
respondents cited inflation for the
increases, while better than one-thir- d of
them cited the Wcessity to maintainprogram quality. Other reasons : given
included lack of any other source ! of
revenue, inadequate state appropriation
help and the need to make faculty and staff
salary increases. '.
Despite the rampant rises, there were 32
campuses of those surveryed which
completely held the fine on under --graduate
frees from the year before. In 1976-77- , there
were only 15 campuses which did not raise
any charges.
In answer to accusations of secrecy the
Judicial Board hopes to make the annual
report of last year public. The report will
. contain general information about last
year's activities without divulging names or
' specifics of individual cases. So far this year
. the Board has been averaging about two or
three cases a quarter. , r
The Board especially wishes to
"emphasize the consequences of attempting
to sell a book stolen from another student
back to the bookstore since the end of the
quarter is near. They hope the students are .
now aware of this policy and that offenders
tan be easily caught
inemseives.
Wooster Students to Return to Pella
continued from naoe 1
on the program should speak to him this
Spring. Applications will not be available
until Fall Quarter. Other things being equal,
preference will be given to students with
CD. A.
some archaeological training. This summer
a Held Archaeology course will be offered
from June 19 through July 8 and students
will receive one credit.
At the present time plans are being made
for construction of a dig headquaters at
Pella, as - well as accomodations and
electricity. More details about the program
will be available in the near future.
If
. II...1V
rT".T.a a I
Charcz Calls End
To UFW Boycott
(CPS)--I-n an unexpected move, Cesar
Chavez of the United Farm Workers of
America (AFL-CIO- ) announced on Jan. 31
the end of boycotts against head (iceberg)
lettuce, table grapes and Gallo wines. The
move was unexpected because for the last
few years fevJ people knew if the boycotts
were on or off. -
In their fight for union representation, the
boycotts were the main tool farmworkers
had against farm owners for many years.
Passage of the California Agricultural Labor
Relations Act in 1975 heralded a new era for
farmworkers. The act guaranteed elections
and a grievance ' procedure in contract
negotiations and possible election fraud.
After the law went into effect, the UFW
won 231 elections. It now has 30,000
members working " under about 1,000
contracts. Another 100 contracts are being
negotiated. Union energy will now flow
directly into completing organizing efforts
on those farms. .
The end of the boycotts signal a new era
for the UFW. What was once a group of
idealistic social reformers, using the
boycott, the strike and picket line to win
contracts, has emerged as a union that must
learn, and maintain traditional
operations.
pager
union
Newson Sums Campus Council Year WRC on More I
continued from moooaae 7 famine n.nCouncil i '. .- - continuedn tiniuvlfrnmn,?from 7 " B
accomplishments will prove Council to be
an effective forum for students, faculty, and
administr atioi, and also provide incentive
for the new-Counc- il members to continue
working for a better college community.
I-- or myself, I ve enjoyed working for
c pus and appreciate the
support I ve received as Chairperson. Most
importantly, I've found that there are many
opportunities for students to . make
themselves heard here at Wooster, all it
takes is a sincere interest by the students
women of the Resource Center is that
women are now talking openly, exchanging
ideas, and formulating new opinions
concerning their developing lifestyles. .
However, attitudes are still slow to change..
Hopefully, increased awareness in the areas
of social and career goals will help to break
the barriers that currently hold women
' 'back. -- . -
John Dean of Watergate fame
graduated from the College of Wooster.
He lived in Kenarden E Section as ajunior and on Andrew first floor as a
senior."-.- - "'
PREPARE FOR:
c::jiT
C.1T
::.:Di.n.m-E07r:j-Fi- Bi
NATL DENTAL BOARDS NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Program ft Hours
niere IS a difference!'.!
For Information Pleis Call: " ttT SmOtt4X
371-003- 5 (collect) ) t' TA14055 Cedar Road I Ai".(just on 1-2-71) - SPECIALISTS SINCE iui
Ask About Locals and Compacts
Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 859-223-178- 2
Cuttra Hi Major US Cltle Toronto, Pwrto Rico and ttaiw, Swttrwland
Smithvillo Inn
109 West Main
Chicken Is King v
'
eea-2S- 4i "'.
- Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-586- 6 ,
G. D. A.
PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER... .
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
. h NEW LENSES -
PRESCRIPTION
.
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES .
ALL;
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED
333 EAST LIBERTY
234-234-4
Every play was as highly contested as this jump ball with Pat Buda as Scotties edged
Muskies in first round. Photo by Joseph Williams. -
ABORTION
Up Thru 14 Weeks
Safe-an- d Gentle f
Akrbn's Most Experienced
Clinic
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W, Market St. :
Call Collect 0-535-6- 178
Store Hours: lion, thru Thur. 9:33 to 5:33
Friday and Saturday Nights Till
COMPLETE STOCKS
'
..
.
' "'--
; "
-- .
''.--J"'-"..''"'"-'.'-
"-
.,'"''" "
en's & Women's
Clothing
Furnishings
Jncluding cotton denim flares with button front
" or zipper styles. - '-- " -
Good Uerchandlse
Our CusUiess and Plessurs Since 1S79
Puttie Seuare. Wooster. Ohio
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.i Down Year .
-
: Joseph T. Williams . ' ;
Last week the women's basketball team
participated in the Ohio State, Basketball
Championships at Ashland College. Sixteen
, teams participated in the tournament. The
four top seeded teams were Daston, Mt. St.
: Joseph, Ashland, and Cedarville. Wooster
was matched with Muskingum in their first
, game. .v - .
Both teams opened the game with a zone
..-
- defense. Wooster scored first when Val
Walton made a layup after three seconds of .
.
play.
After three and one half minutes of play
- Wooster jumped to a 9-- 4 lead.. When Val
picked up her fourth foul with 4:45 left on the :
first half clock the Scotties were winning 29-.-19- ..
V-- w:
.,-a..v-.-
;, ;'
, The Muskies were able to battle back and
tie the game at 35 all at halftime. They hurt
the Scotties on the offensive boards by a 13-- ;
5 margin. Otherwise the first half was pretty '
even. Both teams had eleven defensive
rebounds and eleven turnovers. From the
field Wooster shot 17 for 34.
- " ' The second half was played pretty much
the way the first half was. Wooster jumped
out to a six-poi- nt lead in the opening ten'
minutes.
Muskingum went ahead for the first time
in the second half with 8.08 left in the game.
Coach Nan Nichols solution was to put
Cindy Barr in the game. Because of an injury
Cindy had notseen much playing time.
Muskingum opened their lead to 8 points
(53-45- ) with 4:55 on the clock.
Luckily . for the Scotties most of the
spectators, especially a rowdy Denison
team, gave them lots of encouragement.
Wooster was able to fight back and tie the .
game at 57-5- 7 with 1:05 left in the game.
The Muskies got the ball with 50 seconds
to go and intentionally fouled.' Tlw ''down court. Kim Fischer passed the ball to
Muskingum player made one of her two free Page who was forced to throw up a hook ,
throws (58-57- ). The Scotties moved the ball - shot. It went in (her second of the game) and,
W
.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Im
I
K 1 1
Wooster sent ahead 59 58 with 12 seconds
.
on the clock. Barr was later fouled in the act
of shooting and made the first of her two free
throws. Wooster won the game 60-58- ,
The Scotties won. the . game because
several individuals played fine basketball at
different stages of the game. Kim and Ann
Clearly, for example, were able to hit
outside shots when the team needed points.
Laura and Val Walton were able to get the
important tip-in- s and layups under the
basket.
Having just barely gotten by the Muskies
the Scotties must have had a great deal of
anxiety about the next day's showdown
with the tournament's first seed, Dayton. In
the regular season Dayton beat Wooster 85-6- 8.
.
.
Dayton opened the game with a man-toma- n
defense, while Wooster went into a
zone. Dayton also challenged every
inbounds pass. In the early stages of the
game both teams played well and the
difference in the scoring was not more than
five points. Then from 15:20 till 14:15
Dayton scored six unanswered points and
increased their lead to 20-9- .
. With 8:48 left in the half Dayton was
winning 33-1- 3. Dayton was killing the
Scotties on the boards". Many of the Flyers'
rebounds went uncontested. When Dayton
had the ball in the early stages of the game .
they drove the baseline. When the Scotties
denied this later in the game, they hit from
the outside.
Meanwhile Dayton's coach was
substituting freely. She may have been,
trying to rest her starters for the anticipated
evening game with Cedarville. At halftime
Wooster was trailing Dayton 45-3- 1.
continued on page 12
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by Dave Koppenhaver
At the Ohio Conference Championships
the Scots held off a strong Oberlin charge to
retain second place and pull another 40,
points closer to Kenyon. Without benefit of
a taper (basically resting so they'd be fresh).'
Now nine of them, completely rested and
fresh, will be seeing what they can do at then-bes- t
with the best at the NCAA Division III
.
National Championships in Grinnell, Iowa
March 16-1- 8.
.
.-
- y
Last year top ten was their goal "and the "
team completely flopped, settling finally in"
26th place. Illness had interrupted their
practice, they had already peaked at the
championships, and they were not
- emotionally ready to swim against the
nation's best small college teams.
"We're doing everything different this
year," . coach Bryan Bateman stated.
"Nothing is the same."
First, their goal is different.
"Last year I shoved that top ten stuff "-do- wn
their throats," Bateman admitted: "I '
think it was a mistake. Well be having a
.team meeting this week and Fm going to let --
them
-:
decide how high they want to shoot."Second, the team, is physically,,
emotionally, and mentally better prepared
this season. . ' -
"Everyone is healthy.-- " Bateman said with
relief. "That's something we didn't have last
year. We swam much higher mileage last
week than a year ago because everyone is in
much better shape."
Higher mileage is right. Most of the team
swam 45,000 yards, a figure topped only
once during the - enitre season. That
confidence in their condition and
experience are two very important facts.
"Having seen the competition last year
and setting their own goals will take the
pressure off them mentally this year,"
Bateman said.
Third, the coach has gained a good deal of
insight.
.
. .
-
"I've individualized the whole process this
year," said the coach. "Last year everyone'
rested the same length of time. It caused
some of our distance men
. to lose
conditioning. I sit down every night now and '
plan each guy's workout." -
o
c: i !
The key to having money;
later is with savins now. Wet
can help you with one of our
many savings plans. Let
your money grow so it canl
unlock tomorrow.
; First Federal
Satingi & Loan Atmociatiom
of Wooster ..
1812 CUrelomd Rood r- -
2647812 :' .
The. sprint men started, their taper
Monday "and - middle distance: began
Wednesday. The longer distance man, Jeff
Strater. will wait just a little longer to,
maintain his physical peak. ; " y .. ,' : '
The swimmers who should benefit from
this new approach and more carefully,
outlined training are senior John Wilson, 'juniors Mark Pruiss and Mike Unsworth,
sophomores
.
Stan McDonald Dean.
Johnson, Eric Johnson, and Paul Lugg, and
freshmen Jeff Strater and Ray de la Pena.
- Pruiss and McDonald are going to be.
counted heavily on for scoring. "Pru" is a
two-tim- e Ail-Americ- an and is entered in the
maximum six events. He swimming the'
100 and 200 freestyle, and the 200 individual
.
medley. His season bests in each of these ..
events currently rank top ten nationally. He
also will be swimming legs on the 400
medley, and 400 and 800 freestyle relays. "
McDonald earned All American status in ".
three events last year and is entered in five ;
events this year. His conference winning 200
butterfly time of 1:58.25 currently ranks :'j
second nationally. He, too, will be swimming
three relays in addition to the 100 :jnd 200
butterflies. - " .; , J
Senior John Wilson will be seeking a '
Wooster first as he chases his" fourth
consecutive AD-Americ- an certificate in the --
200 backstroke. He currently ranks fifth '
nationally with his 2:03. 1, which was second
: in the OAC championships. He will also .
: swim the backstroke Jeg of the 400 medley
relay. '
.-
-
."
.; ' -7- .--.-
Strater will go the distance for Wooster,
He is entered in the 500 and 1650 freestyles,
the two events in which he was crowned
conference champion and set five school
and conference records. - ,v -"-':-:.'-;; V:
Eric Johnson is the only other swimmer r
entered in an individual
. event, the. 400 '
individual medley. His 426.64 placed third
at conference and set a new Wooster
record. ';.'.: . ."Divers John Hadden and John Barth will
likely not go to Nationals though they
qualified on both boards. The senior pair ran '
into academic, and other fourth-yea- r
pressures during the season. , .
There are six or seven teams no one is
COLD --
Ber and Wine
Champagne
Soft Drinks and lc
429 f liberty
DINO'S ,
DRIVE THRU
1
" " r !
going to touch," Bateman concluded. "But that fight, but like I've said, we're setting no
incre die going 10 oc d ilh oi icdins odimng . oeiiniTe goaiS yet." s - ".
- for the 'next four places. We could weD be in - " : continued on n-ii- '' ''''
k --J h r r
v V ' v I ' M
ioppennaver.
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1077 HMtmark Cards, inc.
Remember your .
''" Irish friends - .' :'
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St Patrick's Day
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buttons and .
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Sophomore AIl-Americ- ans Stan McDonald (right) and Eric Johnson exchange
congratulations, a scene the Scots hope to repeat often at Nationals. Photo by Dave
a.
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The Scots were stopped fchort in their
' championship Saturday, after , losing to
Knoxville College in the final game of the
Southern Regional Tournament. The loss
basketball team-t- he second best (21-6- ) in ,
the history of the College. ' -- I '
.
In the first round of the tourney, played in-- l
pxinoton Kentucky, the Scots looked like
they might go. all the way to the top.
Wooster played a well-balanc- ed '' game
against DePayW on Friday night, beating,
them, 84-7- 4. ' . -
' Six players scored in double figures for
wooster. rveivin rostonryz ana wayne ,
Allison led the scoring with 16, George
Zambie had 14, Sam Dixon got 12, Randy
Backus scored 12 and ' Fred - Balserj
. contributed 10. V V ' 'r
Kostohryz ; played incredibly m the
second " half, - scoring 14 points and. 12
rebounds. For the game, he grabbed a-career-- high
15 rebounds.
, "I thought Kostohryz had his best game
since he's been at Wooster," said coach Al
.
Van Wie. : .... ... : ' - . --
- The whole team was impressive in
shooting from . the field, making 54.2
percent; compared to 36.8 percent' by
DePauw. Wooster actually took less shots
(59) than DePauw (76), but the Scots scored
more from the field (32 FG's to 28 FG's). '
"s After defeating DePauw in the first round,
the Scots advanced to the finals, where they
Bulldogs put an end to Wooster's drive
DAY and
toward the nationals, winning the game, 84-7- 6.
" .;. '
One of the biggest factors in the loss wasa
6-- 2 guard named John Atkins.; He
connected on bomb after bomb, scoring a
game-hig- h 31 points. Another threat was
Greg Jones, Knoxville's 6-- 8 center who
grabbed 16 rebounds and scored 15 points
before fouling out. . ( "
"He's an unselfish player and a great
shooter," said Van Wie about Atkins, the
leading scorer in the nation. Division III.
- Wooster's high scorer, for the ninth game
this season was Fred Balser, with 23 points.
Dixon scored 16, Allison had 14 "and
Kostohryz made 10 points. :
The Scots did not shoot well in the game,
hitting only 383 percent. Knoxville was
more accurate from the field, making 48.1
percent. .
.
:."
"It was not a good shooting night,"
commented Van Wie. "We were hurt by
their quickness and penetration."
But the coach was pleased with the way
Wooster refused to give up when they were
behind. Wooster pulled within four points
five times during the game, and with 2:24 on
the clock they pulled within two.
Allison and Balser were both elected to
the all-tournam- ent team.
7 In 78 years of Fighting Scot basketball,
this year's squad was the second most
successful, boasting a 21.6 season record.
Only the. 1970-7-1 team, also coached by
Van Wie, surpasses them (23-3)- . -
One of the highlights of the year for the
Scots was winning the Wooster Classic in
late December. En route to that victory.
YOUR ATTE INITIO N PLEAS E !
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT
: '" Tf'TT HETV'" : ' .'1 ''': " "SS::f "
COMMERCI A L
: BANKING & TRUST COMPNY '
WITH YOU, OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS, IN MIND! :
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME V
WE'RE NOW...
CENTRALTRUST
COMPANYOF WAYNE COUNTY
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL vTRUST of Wayne
County....downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner.- - ?
Our state-wid- e Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
modernizing our main office; and installing the Day and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic to You, on campusl . .
141 Nortri Walnut St.
;v ' ;,.r . and .
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Wooster- - beat Wittenberg, last year's
NCAA champion. Later the Scots defeated
- the same Wittenberg team by 15 on its own
court --an incredible feat. No team has
. beaten them by as much in the last 12 years.
." As the season drew to a close, the Scots
continued to stockpile victories and they
; went into the OAC tournament with the
best record (18-4- ) in the " conference.
' Wooster' beat Baldwin-Wallac- e in the semi-fin-
als and was crowned champion of the ,
North for the second year in a row.
Wooster almost earned the conference
crown, but Otterbein managed to beat the'
Scots by one point in the final game of the
tourney. That defeat, along with the loss to
.Knoxville on Saturday were two of the
- biggest disappointments for coach Van Wie.
Throughout the season, Van Wie has
been pleased with "the support our team
has gotten from the campus and
community." Added the coach, "I have
never seen as much enthusiasm and spirit at
- Wooster as in the Otterbein game.
The Scots seemed to grow stronger as
the season progressed. "As the season went
on, we developed the bench," said Van Wie.
"We were able to overcome injuries and
other misfortunes."
At the end of the season, senior Wayne
Allison (6-- 7, post) received the . Mike
Gregory Award, for most valuable player in
the OAC. Dixon and Kostohryz received
- honorable mention.
"I think Wayne Allison has improved as
much in four years as any player we've ever
had at Wooster," said Van Wie. "Over the
- season he has been the most dominating
ui .:.iM,::)!'V.V.rr-.'Vi:- j i 'f
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center in the OAC, and this has been a year
with many good big men '
Allison graduates in June and his absence
will be felt next year. The rest of the starting
squad will return next year, but the Scots
will need a good big man on the inside.
; Looking to 1978-79- , Van Wie said, "Well
have some outstanding perimeter people
but well have to work on inside people."
If Van Wie and the Scots can fill the gap
created by Allison's departure, 1979 could
be a banner year. But 1978 will be a hard act --
to follow.
Today's words of wisdom
: Good Lucli
on Finals
: Don't party
too much
: over brcali
S JUlroy 2
WELCOME TO THE SWEETEST SPOT III TOWN
Buy Two For the Price Of One Pric
Students & Faculty
MARCH 15thfrTjh 0 , ?
We provide the cool, creamy soft-ser- ve You pick and pour any or all of the TERRIFIC TASTING
TOPPINGS from our self-ser- ve sundoe bar. Tickle your tummy with zillions of flavor combinations
. . . HOT FUDGE! STRAWBERRY! BUTTERSCOTCH! LEMON VELVET! BLUEBERRYI To name fust a few!
Top off your creation with peanuts, coconut or candy sprinkles. JOIN IN THE FUN AT -jiTMiiinnn mi n n mi tmnr
BUILD YOURSELF A SUNDAE Sf'ILE AT ZIP'Z!
PHONE: 262-219- 9
College Hills shopping
Center - next to Wooster
Hospital . .
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Thank Me for the Memories
OfSporting Teams Scr Krie
by Dave Koppenhaver: '. - - 7--' '. '"'
These are the last sports pages I can be held responsible for. I'm returning to
the ranks of mere sportswriting for a quarter before graduation. Jim Wilkins, a
junior with considerable writing experiences and sports interest, will be taking
over in Spring. " -- . m .... - -
Trying to think of something to say in a farewell editorial without sounding
schmaltzy is almost as difficult as covering a Scot basketball game or soccer
match or swim meet or any other Wooster sporting event without cheering. So
bear with me. - J . ;V - . : : '. .In four years of sportswriting and two of editing I have become a proponent of
plaid power, a diehard Wooster Scot sports addict So omnipotent has been the
disease that I even found myself sitting through Wooster's final football game
this fall in the cold and snow and wind and enjoying it Not only did I not mind the
marching band kilts or the. background droning of the bagpipes but I had the
feeling the game would have been incomplete without, them. ' , .
Jim is going to have an easier time of it than I did. Have you ever tried to write
feature articles on a 1-- 8 football team? Or a 1-- 8 crosscountry squad that finished
1 1 th in the Ohio Conference? Or writing women's sports articles when you come
from a background where female athletics rank second in importance to tiddley
winks and two-squar-e? ' - ' . .. . "
, All those tasks were mine when I took the sports editor position for trie first
time. Wilkins has a 6--3 football team that may win the OAC next fall, a 4--2 cross
country team with two Nationals runners returning, and nothing comparable to
'my prejudice. v
.
; ; ...
.
'
--
.
(It should be noted that I have overcome most of my provincialism. I knew this
fall for instance that 1 had made definite strides when the women complained not
that I was not giving them enough coverage but that the articles were not written
well enough).
.
- ; . r ;.7 ',.
Whether Jim can produce a record comparable to mine is another question. I
took a 10-1- 3 basketball team that couldn't get pastthe first round OAC game in
1975 to 21-- 6, conference champions --end Regionals participants this winter.
I nursed a solid soccer .program from 9-4-- 1, 4--2 in the OAC to two consecutive
Northern Division titles and finally 14--5 this year, 6--0 in the. OAC, OAC
Champions, Midwest Regionals participants. . . ' ;
: I leave it to Jim to take these teams all the way to the top during his tenure.
. As for women's sports: Jim inherits one of the strongest in the state. Women's
field hockey had its poorest record in over four years last fall when it finished
10-6-- 1 overall and took second in the state tourney. ' ' :'.:S::
Volleyball was 21-- 8 and third in the state' this winter while lacrosse went 9-0- -2
last spring. Swimming lost more meets than it did the previous three years
combined last fall, 5-- 4, but finished third of 15 teams in the Small College
Invitational at the end of. the season.- .- .v:.-J..:'- . "v z- - - "';,'. .a
Basketball dropped under .500 for the first time this winter; 4--8, but almost
upset top-seed- ed Dayton in the state tournament, losing finally by four points.'
And tennis will rebound this year under Wilkins prodding pen. ,
The men's minor sports' are about to make a breakthrough. Swimming will get
Kenyon next year, ending an NCAA record 25-ye- ar reign, after they reach their
goal of national top ten next week at Grinnell, Iowa. Lacrosse,. 6--6 last spring, is
on the march and wrestling has nowhere to go but up. Tennis will bea challenge,
depending on young people for success. ", -
Jim's problem will be to do the teams justice on the sports pages. Wooster
finished second in the alt-spor- ts title in the Ohio Conference in 1976-7-7 and is
likely to wki.lt this-ye-ar and remain on top for some time to come.
Good luck Jim. Good luck Wooster athletics. Now I can cheer without pen in
hand. - -
.
-
"
-
'
Scots Send Nine to Nationals
contmuea rrom page 10
"IH be happy if we just do better than last
year. It was scary doing so poorly. It really
There's No Business Like the exciting world of
professional Snow Business in our Theme Parks:
KINGS ISLAND
KINGS DOMINION
CAROWINDS
BALDWIN-WALLAC- E COLLEGE
Berea. Ohio -
CoUege Union ?7 :. '
Tuemday, April 4th
3-- 5 PM & 6:30-7:3- 0 PM
Cincinnati, Ohio
Richmdnd. Va.
Charlotte. N. C.
There are openings for:- -
SINGER DANCERS. AND r i
MUSICIANS --
Salaries range from $155 to $200
per week - Plua round trip, airfare --
to the park. . .
.
i'. -- :
MmSKOFT REHEARSAL
STUDIOS ' : r ' "
New York. N.Y.
:1515 Broadway " ' ;' ; -- ..
Than. & Fri. April 6 and 7.
11 AM to 4 PM
For more, information, please write: KINGS PRODUCTIONS
1906 Highland Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 4S219. - - - -
I
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v - ; by Jim WHIuns rThe College of Wooster track team will be
no threat to Baldwin-Wallac-e or Mount
Union in the battle for the Ohio Conference
indoor championship Friday and Saturday
at Ohio Wesleyan University, but after
Saturday's performance in a four team meet
at Ashland College coach Jim Bean is much ;
more confident that his team will do well - :::
Mount Union edged Ashland' for top . :
honors in the meet, with the Fighting Scots
third and Bethany College of West Virginia, --
coached by 1972 Olympic gold medalist
Dave Wottle, fourth. ; - - '
The Scot's best performance ofAbe meet
was the record-settin- g effort of senior Slick
Wimberly, who was competing in just his
second meet of the indoor season.
.;"The school record holder in the 100 yd.
dash at 9.6 seconds, Wimberly broke the
indoor mark for the 50 yd. dash with a 5.4
clocking, good for first place. . .':
. .v
Wimberlywi o ri was challengedn u gea rightn n downa to
Reedy, who is normally a two-mile-r, moved
mm
down to the mile and naif-mil- e and placed'
fourth in the mile with a 4:24.2 and second in "
the half-mil- e with a 2:04, .
.kt
"Considering Reedy is. actually a two--miler-a-nd
not a miler he did very well," Bean
said. "The speed work will do him good for j.
the two-mil- e race at conference. " ?
Kirk finished directly ahead of Reedv in''
the mile with a time of 4:23.5, while his time r"
of 2:19.9 narrowly missed a victory in the !
1 ,000 ' yd. run, finishing behind Mount :
Union's Victor Smith. . , --
.
:
. ; ;
.
"I think weH do all right in the conference
meet," Bean said. "We won't blow anybody --
" but, but we should . have some good -
performances. Well surprise a few people if
we're able to get all our performers down --
"there what with firjal exams starting next;
week.";' W i:-- ; . - "
Mllison Wins S :
tv y . T T mthe wire by Wooster freshman Tim Jackson . OrtilSITl 1 V
shade over 5.4.
"Both Slick and Tim ran very, very wen,"
Bean said. "They really moved away from --
the rest of the field." - - '
Sophomore Don Austin placed in the long -jump for the first time this winter, finishing
third with a jump of . His effort was
good enough to qualify him for the
conference meet. :
.
In other field events, senior King Lewis
was third in the triple, jump (42 3") and
junior Don Bordine was fourth in the shot -
put (38' 554"). Lewis also earned a third in
the 50 yd. high hurdles with a time of 6.7.
For not being able to work out very '
much, King did well," Bean said. "In the
hurdleshe ran a better race in the semifinals :
than in the finals. He couldhave done better "
in the triple jump but was thrown off by a
very short runway." c -- . i .1
Wooster distance men Jeff Kirk and B31
Reedy again turned in some fine times in ;
preparation ' ' for . the : conference meet. "
.
' CLEVELAND; O. Seniors Wayne"
-- Allison of Wooster and Pete Liptrap-o- f
Muskingum were overwhelming choices' in
: their-- , respective divisions to receive the ;
Mike Gregory . Award as the Ohio
, Conference's most valuable basketball
players of 1977-78- .- - r
"The duo also head up impressive casts of
stars named to the All-Oh-io Conference
team by the league's coaches. "
"r Allison, a 6-foot- -7, 215-poun- d native of ;
Hamilton, Ontario, ' Canada, where
basketball is not among the leading winter
sports, adapted well to the American game
during his career at Wooster. As the team's .";
leading scorer and rebounder the past two --
seasons, he sparked the Scots to - two
Northern Division regular season titles and
a pair .pf ; runner-u- p - finishes in the 3
conference tournament while establishing
himself as one of the top pivots in the league.!
.-
'- Allison concluded the 1978 tourney-wit- h --
' 1,040 career points and season averages of
16.3 points and 8.8 rebounds. " . - ,. ,
Best Not Good Enough For Scotties
-
. - continued from page 9 ;
The Scotties were able to stay in the game
because they .worked as a team. When
Fischer, Barr, or Jean . Cambe II were
pressed, the forwards worked hard to get.
themselves open. . ": ;
After the game Nichols commented on
this: "The team concept - dominated the
game. They each had confidence in what
they could do and m what their teammates
could do." . " - : ..
Wooster . pulled , within . 10 points of
Muskingum (55-65- ) with, 8:40 left in the
upset us. If- - we can just mane significant game. Cindy hit a 12-foot- er to close the gap
improvements over last year I think that's all to 8 points. Dayton called time out with 7:44
we can ask." ' : f -
.
-
' to go. After the time out Ann Meyers,
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764 Pittsburgh ;
.Avenue .
'The Pizza, with the Big Secret!
.
V--
Mada to Order - Cheesa, Pepperoni, Sausg.' .
" Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers, Onions ;
: Unbaked pizza to go."" T-- -
Also Serving Italian American Foods
YEIXX)ME TO WOC3TEII! ; J ' i -
Come See Us: T:C;-,.,- , "S'p ' '; . .
:; Weekdays-5p.m.-la.- m. : - - j w ; ...
TPmA Qat Jtn m Jn tyi '. - SiryByi rirT ..1 Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2, Closed Tues.
Dayton's top player, hit a jumper from the:- -
top of the key. She went on to score 32 ;"
points for her team.. Dayton, managed to. -
keep at .least a 10 point lead until the last two
and one half minutes of play. With 1:24 left r
: Wooster trailed by 6 (79-73- ). The Scotties :
went to a man-to-ma- n defense and
- outscored Dayton 6-- 4 for the remainder of
the game, but it wasn't enough. Dayton won -
83-7- 9, v ' ' '- -
.'
.c -- v -- . -.--v- .';-.
Coach: Nichols later said of her team's
performance, "They" played the best game -
any Wooster team has played in the last few
years."" -
.
;
.
; , : ,
, Ashland beat Dayton 76-6- 6 in the final to : -
take the state title. r : :,'
i
mmmmm: :
Flair Travel
Con sultan to
345 E. COWMAN ST.
Goingto Europe this
summer? It's not --
- too soon to start,
"v. planning! ,::
CALL
264-650- 5
